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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 
Characterizing Children with Autism in the Home Environment: Development of a Video-

based Assessment of Autism Severity and Parent Behaviors 

 

by 

John Tarek Danial 

Doctor of Philosophy in Education 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2015 

Professor Jeffrey J. Wood, Chair 

 

Autism symptoms are typically assessed in laboratory environments without evaluating 

contextual variables from the child’s environment. Home environment factors such as 

access to activities and parental interaction style play a role in children’s development. 

The purpose of this project is to characterize children with autism in their home 

environment by (a) developing and evaluating observable measures of autism 

symptoms and child engagement in the home (b) using existing measures to assess 

parental interaction style and household activities (c) assess the degree to which these 

variables are related. Using a sample of 44 children with autism, reliability calculations 

were conducted for the novel measures, average scores of autism severity, 

engagement, parent behaviors, were reported, and mixed linear models and 

intercorrelation matrices were generated to assess associations between these 
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variables. The novel measures were rated with good reliability and convergent validity. 

There was a clear relationship between parent behaviors, child engagement, and child 

autism symptoms. On an average day, children were most likely to be engaged in 

electronics and/or homework.  The findings from this study have the potential to improve 

understanding of home life in children with autism and illuminate important home 

characteristics that may influence effectiveness of interventions.  
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Introduction 
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is defined as a group of developmental 

disabilities that can cause significant social, communication and behavioral challenges 

(Centers of Disease Control and Prevention, 2014).  For children with autism, 

environmental contexts should be considered as important factors during assessment 

and treatment of autism symptoms. According to Bronfenbrenner’s biolecological model, 

context plays a crucial role in development as “human development takes place through 

processes of progressively complex reciprocal interaction between an active, evolving 

biopsychological human organism and the persons, objects and symbols in its 

immediate external environment” (Bronfenbrenner, 1992,1999). Put more simply, the 

environment plays a key role in the development of an individual just as the individual’s 

behavior can affect the environment. For children with autism, research has 

characterized behavior in laboratory and school environments using direct 

measurements, while, with few exceptions (e.g. Fusari et al., 2014), overall autism 

symptoms in the home environment have not been directly measured. In relation to 

child development, the family context is one important aspect of a child’s environment 

that plays a clear role in development. With an individual’s behavior being highly 

dependent on context (Mischel, 1968; 1973), examining behavior in a variety of contexts 

becomes essential in terms of accurately depicting behavior, development, and 

response to intervention. A child’s family context, including factors such as household 

activities and parental responsiveness, can play an important role in a child’s 

development (Bronfenbrenner, 1986). Therefore, behaviors should not be assessed in 
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only one context (e.g. laboratory settings), but should also be considered in terms of 

how they manifest in a child’s everyday environment (i.e., at home). The primary 

purpose of this study is to characterize the behavior and symptoms of children with 

autism in their home context while considering household climate and parent 

responsiveness as a context for these behaviors. A secondary focus of the paper is to 

assess how these contextual factors are associated with autism symptoms and 

engagement levels.   

The role of context may be especially important for children with developmental 

disabilities such as autism. Contextual factors can weaken, maintain, or exacerbate 

symptoms based on the frequency with which the context “permits” certain behaviors to 

occur (Steinberg & Avenevoli, 2000). For example, a child with autism whose home 

schedule consists of a series of structured activities may engage in fewer self-

stimulatory behaviors than a child without structure in the home. Conversely, a child 

with autism who has free access to electronics (e.g. television, video games, iPad, etc.) 

may engage in less angry outbursts than a child whose parents implement non-

preferred structured activities. While in the first example the environment potentially 

affects a child’s behavior, the second example illustrates the way in which a child’s 

behavior can potentially affect his environment (i.e. parents may opt to allow free 

access to electronics to avoid problem behaviors). Additionally, a child with autism may 

manifest strikingly different symptoms in different contexts. For example, Kanne, 

Abbacchi, and Constantino (2009) found that parents of children with autism rated 

comorbid attentional, anxiety, conduct, and oppositional behaviors at home with much 

higher prevalence than teachers rated the same symptoms at school. The child’s home 
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context must be carefully considered for assessment of symptoms as well as 

development of interventions.  

Parental behaviors are an example of contextual variables that affect their 

children. These behaviors have been a major focus in the autism literature as they have 

direct effects on subsequent developmental gains of children with autism. Studies have 

demonstrated social benefits for children whose parents respond to their initiations of 

play and communication in a manner that is immediate and affectively positive (Landry 

et al., 2006; Steelman, Assel, Swank, Smith, & Landry, 2002). In other words, parents 

who respond positively and build social interactions centered on their children’s focus of 

attention are considered to be high in responsiveness. Studies have shown that 

parental responsiveness is associated with important developmental outcomes for 

typically developing children (Bornstein, Tamis-LeMonda, & Haynes, 1999; Hoff & 

Naigels, 2002), including gains in language (Bloom, 1993; Bornstein, 1989), cognition 

(Landry, Smith, Miller-Loncar, & Swank, 1997), as well as emotion regulation, social 

response, positive affect, and peer acceptance (Davidov & Grusec, 2006).  

 For children with autism, greater parental responsiveness is associated with 

greater language gains (Siller & Sigman, 2002). A longitudinal study of young children 

with autism revealed that parents’ responsiveness to the attention of their child 

predicted the rate of their children’s language growth even when controlling for IQ, 

mental age, or initial language abilities (Siller & Sigman, 2008).  Other research has 

shown parental responsiveness is also associated with greater social initiations (Ruble, 

McDuffie, King, & Lorenz, 2008). Parental responsiveness can also be significantly 

improved following training (e.g. Siller, Hutman, & Sigman, 2012; Koegel, Bimbela, & 
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Schreibman, 1996) with evidence that improvement in parental responsiveness covaries 

with child social-functioning (Mahoney & Perales, 2005). Many strategies are suggested 

to parents of children with autism to promote positive outcomes, such as responding to 

joint attention (Siller & Sigman, 2002), joint engagement (Kasari, Gulsrud, Wong, Kwon, 

& Locke, 2010), affective support (Landry et al., 2006), following the child’s lead (Dyer, 

Dunlap, & Winterling, 1990; Kern et al., 1998; Koegel et al., 1998), and contingent 

responding (Mahoney & Perales, 2005).. Thus, parent behaviors seem to be an 

important factor to consider for intervention programs that aim to encourage parents to 

effectively integrate treatment strategies in their homes. Parents who naturally exhibit 

positive behaviors may be more likely to effectively integrate treatment strategies into 

established household routines while appropriately gauging their child’s willingness and 

ability level. Similarly, programs that implicitly or explicitly target parental behaviors may 

be more successful at producing positive outcomes.  

 In recent years, a number of intervention studies that incorporated parents in 

treatment reported positive results in increasing the social behaviors of children with 

autism (Wood et al., 2009; Matson, Mahan, & Matson, 2009; McConachie & Diggle, 

2006). While research suggests the critical importance of including parents in treatment 

for children with autism (National Autism Center 2009; National Research Council, 

2001; White, Keonig, & Scahill, 2007; Puleo & Kendall, 2011), the extent to which 

parents are included in their children’s treatment programs differs across studies. 

Parent involvement can include parent training only (e.g. Symon, 2005), direct parent 

training as part of a child intervention (see Johnson & Taylor, 2013; e.g. Wood et al., 

2009), group parent meetings (e.g. Laugeson, Frankel, Mogil, & Dillon, 2009), or 
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general parent psychoeducation (e.g. Reaven et al., 2009). Regardless of the intensity 

of parent training, the general goal is to promote the likelihood of treatment strategies 

being implemented at home, providing children with more exposure to potentially 

beneficial approaches. While the inclusion of parents in treatment is generally to 

promote usage of intervention strategies at home, little research has directly measured 

parents’ behavior at home. The present study aims to measure these parent behaviors 

using naturalistic observation tools.  

 Another related and understudied aspect of children with autism is what activities 

they engage in at home and how these activities relate to social communication and 

repetitive behaviors. Parents differ on the amount of structured activities they provide for 

their children. Previous studies of children and adolescents with intellectual disabilities 

or physical disabilities report that this population tends to engage in dependent, solitary, 

and family-oriented activities and engagement in a restricted range of activities as a 

young child makes developing skills necessary for a variety of other activities 

increasingly difficult through development (Brown & Gordon, 1987). Because of the 

social impairment associated with autism, it is likely that children and adolescents with 

autism engage in more solitary and dependent activities. Using mothers’ 24-hour time 

diaries, Orsmond and Kuo (2011) investigated the types of activities adolescents with 

autism engage in at home. Results revealed that adolescents with autism were most 

likely to be engaged in watching television or using the computer. They were least likely 

to be engaged in having a conversation. Compared to studies of typically developing 

youth (Larson & Seepersad, 2003; Raffaelli & Duckett, 1989), participants in this sample 

spent more time engaged in solitary activities and less time engaged in social activities. 
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Additionally, the authors found that adolescents who engaged in conversations at home 

were most likely to exhibit future decreases in social impairments. Along with assessing 

parent responsiveness, investigating the types of activities children engage in at home 

may also be important for promoting treatment outcomes. For example, a child who 

engages almost solely in solitary activities may be more resistant to practicing social 

skills at home. Interventions that encourage practicing treatment strategies at home 

may first have to address adjustments to the child’s established routine.  

 Along with exploring what activities children with autism are engaged, examining 

observable autism symptoms during these routine activities is also important. Much 

research characterizing symptoms of children with autism does so using the Autism 

Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS; Lord et al, 2000), a 30-45 minute semi-

structured observation often deemed the “gold standard” in diagnosing autism due to its 

strong reliability and internal and external validity. However, the assessment does not 

elicit all of a child’s autism-related symptoms in a single administration. Additionally, the 

child’s behavior during a relatively short interaction with a stranger in a clinical setting is 

likely to differ from his or her behavior in more familiar or more hectic environments 

(Repetti, Wang, & Saxbe, 2009). Other comprehensive observations done in natural 

settings (i.e. school or home) may complement the ADOS by providing greater 

specificity regarding a child’s most impairing symptoms and how they manifest in daily 

scenarios.  

While some autism intervention studies include observable measures of 

children’s social behaviors at school as outcome measures (e.g. Kasari, Rotheram-

Fuller, Locke, & Gulsrud, 2012), less research has incorporated observable measures 
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of other autism symptoms obtained in other natural environments such as the child’s 

home as measurements of symptom severity or treatment gains. For school age 

children with autism, specific behaviors such as initiations (Whalen, Schreibman, & 

Ingersoll, 2006; Koegel et al., 2012) and social engagement (Kasari, Rotheram-Fuller, 

Locke, & Gulsrud, 2011; Bellini, Akullian, & Hopf, 2007) are often the focus of 

observational outcome measures, whereas overall autism symptom severity is not 

usually included as an outcome. Directly measuring autism severity in the child’s natural 

home setting can help characterize a child’s overall symptomatology and provide a 

basis for externally valid treatment goals.  

Family conflict is another important factor to consider for generalization of 

treatment gains to the home environment. Parents of a child with autism often 

experience elevated levels stress, depression, or anxiety (Gray, 2002, Koegel et al., 

1992). Having a child with autism can negatively affect overall family functioning (Gray, 

1994; Hutton & Caron, 2005). In a study of families with a child diagnosed with high-

functioning autism, Rao and Biedel (2009) found that these families had higher levels of 

stress and more restricted family functioning compared to families with typically 

developing children. High levels of stress may also lead to tension and conflict in the 

home, potentially making managing ASD symptoms more difficult. Another study, 

consisting of 322 families, revealed that family conflict predicted increased ASD 

symptomatology to a greater degree than protective factors (e.g. family cohesion and 

peer support) mitigated ASD symptoms (Kelly, Garnett, Atwood, & Peterson, 2008).   

Children and adolescents with autism may be less likely to engage in social 

activities because of lack of skills or merely lack of interest. Without structured 
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opportunities or encouragement from parents, they are likely to engage in mostly 

solitary activities. Parents in households with high family conflict, busy schedules, or 

hectic family routines may find it difficult to set up opportunities for their child. This is 

consistent with previous studies for parents of a child with autism which found that the 

dependence of their child is a major stressor (Koegel et al., 1992) and that having a 

child with autism leaves parents with less energy to find appropriate activities for free 

time at home (Sanders & Morgan, 1997). This experience of stress may be especially 

important for parents of children with autism since they seem to experience stress at 

higher levels than parents of children with other disabilities, such as Down’s Syndrome 

(Sanders & Morgan, 1997). Parents of children with autism often provide constructive 

opportunities for their child to engage in at home. However, parents choose to attempt 

altering their child’s activities based on how much energy they have, how important they 

perceive the change, and how they perceive their child’s ability to handle the change 

(Larson, 2008). A stressful home environment may lead parents of a child with autism to 

be more likely to allow their child free access to passive but preferable activities such as 

watching television or using the computer. It seems without adequate support, families 

with hectic home environments and high conflict in the home may have a more difficult 

time successfully integrating treatment strategies into the home environment. Thus, 

examining the level of conflict and stress an important factor to address in order to 

promote optimal treatment outcome.  
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Home-based Video Coding  

  Direct observations allow researchers to bypass self-report or parent-report 

measures and gain a “fly on the wall” approach to assessing phenomena in real-time, 

thus, reducing the subjectivity of self-reports and decreasing the likelihood of Type I or 

Type II error (Repetti, Wang, & Sears, 2013). The method of video-based observation 

differs across studies. Some studies incorporate novel tasks in clinical settings (e.g. 

Hudson & Rapee, 2001), while others promote natural behavior in clinical settings by 

offering directions such as “play with your child as you usually would” (e.g. Kasari, 

Paparella, Freeman, & Jahromi, 2008; Costigan, Cox, & Cauce, 2003). Other 

approaches include structured instructions involving everyday events such as having 

dinner at home. For example, the Mealtime Interaction Coding System is a video 

observational measure designed to rate aspects of families’ dinnertime interactions at 

home (Dickstein, Hayden, Schiller, Seifer, & San Antonio, 1994; Hayden et al., 1998). 

However, prompted interactions, even those intended to be natural may produce 

behaviors that are not typical of everyday life (Repetti, Wang, & Sears, 2013).  

 The UCLA Center on Everyday Lives of Families (CELF) employed an intensive 

ethnographic approach in which families were videotaped for up to a week at home and 

in the community. This approach allowed researchers to examine parent and child 

behaviors in naturalistic settings. For example, one study from the project reported the 

frequency, types, and intensity, of children’s anger expressions during two consecutive 

days of observation in the home and community (Sears, Repetti, Reynolds, & Sperling, 

2013). Though the presence of a camera likely influences behavior, this ethnographic 

approach may result in more naturalistic behavior, compared to clinical settings, 
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because of the duration of the observation as well as the natural environments in which 

the observation take place (Repetti, Wang, & Saxbe, 2009). This method is intended to 

reveal processes of family behavior and dynamics that would not otherwise be captured 

in structured laboratory settings.  

 Intensive home observation may be especially valuable for characterizing 

behavior of children with autism. Little research has directly examined the activities 

children with autism engage in at home prior to, or following, intervention. While 

previously mentioned studies have examined parent-child interactions in laboratory 

settings, none have examined parent-child interactions in unobtrusive home 

observations without an observer directly present. Using an intensive home video 

observation can help reveal the types of activities children with autism engage in before 

and after intervention, the level of engagement they display with their family members, 

and parental responsiveness in natural settings. These features of the household 

context may each potentially affect a child's response to intervention.  

  The present study stems from a large intervention study focused on treating core 

autism symptoms (i.e. social communication and repetitive behaviors) for children and 

adolescents with autism. Participants and their parents were assigned to either group 

treatment or individual treatment conditions. Videotape data from before treatment will 

be examined and rated based on four factors that comprise the home environment: 

autism symptom severity, child engagement, parental responsiveness, and household 

conflict/stress. The first aim of this study is to characterize these factors among a 

sample of children with autism through development and refinement of two novel 

measures, and examination of their psychometric properties. Secondarily, another aim 
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of this project is to assess what factors of the home environment are interrelated. It is 

hypothesized that (a) lower autism symptom severity will be associated with higher 

parental responsiveness, (b) low parental responsiveness will be associated with lower 

levels of child engagement, and (c) higher family conflict will be associated with lower 

parental responsiveness.   

Method  
Participants  

 Participants included 38 boys and 6 girls ages 6-13 (M=9.11, SD= 1.79).  The 

participants were part of a large CBT study aimed at reducing emotional and behavioral 

symptoms, increasing social communication skills, and decreasing repetitive behaviors. 

Participants were recruited from a major metropolitan area in the western United States 

using a network of referrals stemming from local autism research recruitment programs, 

schools for children with developmental disabilities, and community referrals. 

Participants’ ethnicities included Caucasian (n=22; 50%), Hispanic (n=10; 22.7%), Asian 

(n=5; 11.4%), Multiracial (n=5; 11.4%), and Middle Eastern (n=2; 4.5%). 39 parents in 

the sample reported their family’s income. One (2.3%) reported an income below 

$50,000; five (11.4%) reported an income between $50,000-$70,000; four (9.1%) 

reported an income between $70,000-$90,000; 29 (65.9%) reported an income greater 

than $90,000; five (11.4%) did not report their family income. Descriptive information for 

participants and their families are displayed in Table 1.  

In order to qualify for inclusion in the study, participants needed to meet criteria 

for autism based on the ADI-R and the ADOS, and demonstrate an IQ >70 based on the 

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-IV (WISC-IV; Wechsler, 2003).  
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Measures 

Inclusion measures.  

Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R; Rutter, Lecouteur, & Lord, 

2003). The ADI-R is a standardized semi-structured interview designed to assess the 

presence and severity of symptoms based on the diagnostic criteria for autism in the 

DSM-IV-TR (APA, 2000). The ADI-R will be administered to the primary caregiver at the 

initial assessment. Inter-rater reliability is excellent (kappas from .62-.89). The ADI-R 

has demonstrated validity across a wide range of ages (Seltzer et al., 2003; Shattuck et 

al., 2007) and has been shown to discriminate autistic subjects from mental age-

matched non-autistic subjects.  

Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule-Generic (ADOS-G. Lord et al., 

2000). The ADOS-G is a semi-structured assessment of a child’s social interaction, 

communication, play, and imaginative use of materials. The assessment is used to 

evaluate a child’s autism-related symptoms by providing structured activities and 

materials designed to elicit spontaneous behaviors. Children are exposed to 

standardized social “presses” (Lord et al., 1989), during standardized activities and are 

subsequently coded based on established criteria to see if they meet cutoff scores for 

ASD.  

Home environment measures.  

Social Interaction Rating Scales (SIRS; Ruble, McDuffie, King, & Lorenz, 

2008). The SIRS is a parent interaction scale designed to measure six aspects of parent 

responsiveness: contingency, directiveness, initiation toward the child, movement with 

the child, affect, and maintenance of interaction. The behaviors are measured on a 5-
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point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 to 3, with .5 midpoints. Higher ratings indicate 

superior parental responsiveness. Each anchor (e.g. 1.5, 2, 2.5, etc) has brief 

descriptions attached and more elaborate descriptions included in the coding manual to 

promote high inter-rater reliability. Contingency refers to the frequency and intensity in 

which parents react to their child’s initiations with actions or objects. Parents rated high 

in contingency will respond positively to the things their child indicates interest through 

behavior, body language, requests, etc. Parents rated low in contingency will ignore 

their child’s requests, behavior, body language, etc. Directiveness refers to the degree 

to which parents give commands and/or direct the child’s attention. Parents rated high 

in directiveness will only refocus their child’s attention if they are distracted or in need of 

a prompt to change his/her behavior and will offer their child adequate time to respond. 

Parents rated low in directiveness will repeat directions without offering their child 

adequate time to respond and/or constantly provide commands and/or often redirect the 

child’s focus.  Initiation refers to the degree to which parents begin interactions with their 

child. Parents rated high in this construct will continually attempt to begin interactions 

with their child, interact positively, and will not “give up” if the child does not respond. 

Movement with the Child refers to degree to which the parent physically stays on the 

child’s level. A parent rated high in this construct will physically stay on their child’s level 

(e.g. move with the child as they go to a new activity, stand in front of the child before 

attempting to get their attention, etc.). A parent low in this construct will not move with 

the child, will not take part in the child’s activities, and will not move near the child 

before attempting to interact with him/her. Level of Affect refers to parents’ positive 

interest and attention to their child’s activities. Parents rated high in this construct will 
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exhibit enthusiasm and clearly interact with the child in a pleasant manner. Parents low 

in this construct will appear flat or disinterested in their child’s activities. Lastly, 

Maintenance of Interaction refers to the degree to which parents build on their child’s 

initiation. Parents rated high in this construct will expand their child’s activity by 

introducing new features or asking questions centered on the child’s focus. Parents 

rated low in this construct will not ask questions or provide opportunities to interact 

based on the child’s focus.  

The SIRS was coded using both a global coding approach. At the end of the 

video, each SIRS parent behavior was rated using the 1 to 3 scale (1, 1.5, etc.) for the 

whole video.  

The measure was first investigated using a videotape assessment of parent-child 

interactions for families seeking treatment for a child with autism. The authors reported 

a concordance correlation coefficient (CCC) of .85 as well as high internal consistency.  

 Experimental Measures.  

Severity of Observed Autism-Related Symptoms (SOARS). The SOARS is a 

measure developed specifically for this project. The 19-item measure includes severity 

ratings for common autism related symptoms. Development of the measure first began 

with selection of relevant observable autism symptoms. To establish preliminary face 

and content validity, these symptoms were selected based on a review of the autism 

literature, questionnaire measures of ASD symptoms, and the ADI-R and the ADOS. 

Initially, a list of 40 autism symptoms was generated. The list was carefully crafted to 

include a range of symptoms from the social-communication domain (e.g. 

conversational skills, unusual eye contact, etc.) and a range of symptoms from the 
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restricted and repetitive behaviors and interests domain (e.g. hand flapping, sensory 

seeking behaviors, repetitive speech, etc.).  The list was then presented to research 

faculty and graduate students. In selecting final items for the list, special attention was 

given to only including behaviors that would be observable in the home-environment 

and to avoid redundant items. Based on feedback from graduate students and research 

faculty, similar items were combined (e.g. “resistance to transitions,” and “insistence to 

that others follow a certain rule” were both subsumed under an item describing rigidity). 

Conversely, items that were deemed likely unobservable at home were removed from 

the list (e.g. peer-related items). The feedback meetings resulted in 19 symptoms 

initially deemed observable. The next step involved developing carefully worded 

operational definitions for each symptom so that coders would be able to code 

behaviors reliably. Specific descriptions were provided for each symptom as well as 

common examples that may occur in the home. Following the approach used in the 

ADI-R and ADOS, each symptom was designed to be coded on a 0-2 scale. Generally, 

scores of 0 were described to indicate the behavior did not occur; scores of 1 were 

described to indicate the behavior occurred 1-2 times; scores of 2 were described to 

indicate the behavior occurring frequently (e.g. more than 2 times).  

The measure was then piloted with two sample videos. Three raters achieved 

reliability using the final 19-item measure. The raters met and discussed their thought 

processes for decision making. Based on these meetings, descriptions of four items 

were further refined to improve potentially confusing wording. All items were included in 

subsequent coding. 
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The SOARS includes a wide range of items pertaining to symptoms such as 

reciprocal conversation deficits, repetitive mannerisms, and unusual patterns of speech. 

The SOARS includes a total of 19 items, each with a range of possible severity scores 

from 0-2. Similar to the ADOS, the SOARS provides an overall score for Social 

Interaction and Communication (12 items) and Repetitive Behaviors and Interests (7 

items). While the structure and focus of the SOARS resembles the ADI-R and ADOS, it 

adds a unique dimension as it is specifically designed to capture autism-related 

behaviors in the home environment. It is intended to supplement clinic-based diagnostic 

measures by allowing for a longer observation as well as assessing how a child’s 

autism symptoms manifest in the home. Unlike the clinic based assessments, the 

SOARS allows for observation without standardized prompts and activities. Whereas 

the goal of the ADOS is to observe children’s behavior in a series of standardized 

situations, using standardized presses, the SOARS aims to assess how autism 

symptoms manifest in everyday scenarios without exposure to specific prompts or 

unfamiliar situations.  

The SOARS was implemented using two distinct coding approaches. First, 

interval coding was conducted by entering scores for individual SOARS items in 10-

minute intervals. At the end of each 10-minute interval, coders marked “1” if the 

symptom occurred in that interval. Using this approach, Social scale scores, Repetitive 

scale scores, and Total scores are calculated for each 10-minute interval. Secondly, 

global coding was conducted by entering severity scores for individual SOARS items 

based on their occurrence throughout the video as a “whole.” These scores range from 

0-2 as outlined above. The multiple scales allow for dual investigation of how symptoms 
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occur from interval to interval (using interval coding) while also generating a general 

score of autism severity for each video (using global coding).  

 Coders. Coders consisted of one graduate student and ten undergraduate 

research assistants. Coders were trained by discussing, reading, and reviewing the 

measure with the primary investigator. Then coders were trained using specific video 

segments with explanation from the primary investigator. Lastly, coders practiced 

independently rating full video sessions. Before beginning the coding process, all 

coders were required to reach adequate reliability levels (i.e. ICC’s > .59; Chicceti & 

Sparrow, 1981). Once the coding process began, regular reliability meetings were 

conducted to prevent rater drift (Margolin et al, 1998).  

As part of the study, the reliability and validity of the SOARS were evaluated to 

assess the utility of this novel measure. Two measures of reliability were calculated: (a) 

interrater reliability across 12% of all video data and (b) internal consistency for both 

subscales of the SOARS. To measure preliminary validity, the Social subscale, 

Repetitive subscale, and Total scores were compared to participants’ scores on the 

ADOS (See Analysis Section). 

Children’s Household-Environment Engagement Rating Scale (CHEERS). 

The CHEERS is a measure developed specifically for this project. The measure draws 

from the Playground Observation of Peer Engagement (POPE; Kasari et al., 2005), 

which assesses a child’s level of engagement on the playground. The POPE rates 

children on six possible levels of engagement as well as aspects of amount, 

appropriateness, and quality of interaction. Engagement refers to appropriate 

participation in an interaction with another individual.  Based on the POPE, the 
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CHEERS assesses a child’s level of engagement in the home. Trained video coders 

rated the child’s engagement level during two-minute intervals on five possible levels of 

engagement. The levels of engagement were inspired by levels of engagement on the 

POPE, examining previous research on children’s activities at home, and consulting 

with research faculty. The possible levels of engagement on the CHEERS are: (a) 

Isolated. Children are rated as isolated if they are engaged in activities without anybody 

else in the room. (b) Non-engaged. A child is rated as non-engaged if there is another 

person in the same room, but no interactions take place. Examples of this include 

watching TV with another person or a child doing his homework while his mother is 

cleaning the room. (c) Interactive non-reciprocal. A child is rated in this engagement 

state if he/she is interacting with another person while not directly engaged in a social 

activity. Examples of this include a child answering his mother’s questions from another 

room, talking to somebody while watching TV, etc. (d) Reciprocal. A child is rated as 

engaged in a reciprocal activity if he/she is directly engaged an activity with another 

person. Examples of this engagement state include talking with another person, playing 

a game with someone, etc. (e) Negative. A child is rated as engaged in a negative 

interaction if there is arguing, yelling, fighting, or excessive complaining observed during 

the interaction. For example, if a child is playing a game but yelling at his sibling for not 

following the rules, then the child would be rated as engaged in a Negative engagement 

state. Because autism-specific symptoms are rated elsewhere (i.e. SOARS), the focus 

of CHEERS ratings are on the social activities the child engages in rather than the 

quality of social interaction exhibited in these activities. For example, a child who plays 

a game with his sibling can be coded in a Reciprocal engagement state, even if there is 
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an odd quality to the child’s behavior during the game. The measure was first piloted 

using two videos among four initial coders. The coders met and discussed their ratings 

and thought processes. While watching video samples together, coders were able to 

agree on their independent ratings and concurred that definitions of each engagement 

state were adequate. However, since youth often spend a large amount of time doing 

homework a separate “homework” engagement state was generated.  

Participants were scored in two-minute intervals based on the engagement level 

they displayed for the majority of the interval. Each possible engagement level was 

carefully detailed in the CHEERS coding manual, which raters used when coding 

videos. Final scores were calculated by determining the proportion of time a child spent 

in each engagement state. Reciprocal was the ideal engagement state, with Solitary, 

Non-engaged, and Angry, deemed as the least desirable engagement states.   

Coders. Coders were trained to code the CHEERS in a similar manner described 

above. First, they read and discussed the coding manual, and reviewed the measure. 

Then they were trained using specific video segments that illustrate each engagement 

level with detailed explanation from the primary investigator. Coders practiced rating full 

video sessions independently. As outlined above, coders were required to reach 

adequate reliability levels (ICC’s >.59) on practice videos before beginning the coding 

process. Once the coding process began, regular reliability meetings were conducted.  

Procedure 

Participants were invited to UCLA to participate in an intake assessment to 

determine eligibility in an intervention study. During the assessment, parents completed 
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the ADI-R with an independent evaluator while the child participated in the ADOS and 

cognitive assessments with a separate evaluator.  

If participants met inclusion criteria based on IQ score and presence of autism 

symptoms, they were invited to participate in a second intake assessment in which the 

child completed a psycho-physiological assessment comprised of watching videos, 

identifying emotions, recalling personal experiences, completing a theory of mind task, 

and a reward-sensitivity paradigm.  

During this second assessment, parents met with an assessor to discuss the 

video-coding procedure. Parents were given an iPhone 4 and taught to use a 

streaming-video application, “USTREAM,” to record their child’s behavior at home. 

Before leaving the assessment, parents were asked to demonstrate their ability to use 

program independently. Following the assessment, parents recorded their child’s 

behavior for two hours after-school for five consecutive school days. School days were 

specified to promote continuity between the recording days and to protect against any 

differences that may occur due to lighter demands on the weekends. The scheduling 

process was as accommodating as possible with parents allowed to choose the two-

hour time block in which they would record. Accommodations were also made for 

scheduling conflicts (e.g. karate practice, tutoring, etc.). Parents were encouraged to 

“spend at least some of the recording time with your child,” but special emphasis was 

made not to direct parents’ behavior in order to ensure the recording was most 

representative of the typical routine. Similarly, parents were told to encourage their child 

“to just do what you normally do” in order to promote the likelihood that the child would 

behave in a way indicative of his or her typical behavior. The streaming video was 
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monitored live by study staff on a secure server. The study staff was available to 

address any technical issues that arose during the recordings.  

Following the video-recording procedure, participants were randomized to either 

an individual treatment condition or the group treatment condition. All procedures were 

approved by the UCLA Institutional Review Board.   

 
Research Questions. 

 
The first aim of this project was to characterize the home environments of 

children with autism, including their own autism symptoms, their activities, and their 

parent’s behaviors. Descriptive data is presented reporting the average presence of 

autism symptoms, parent behaviors, and the proportion of time spent engaged in 

various activities.  A second aim of this project was to measure the level of associations 

between study variables. This was achieved through correlations and mixed linear 

models testing associations between scores on the SOARS, SIRS, and the CHEERS. It 

was hypothesized that low-child engagement at home is associated with higher 

observed autism symptoms. It was also hypothesized that higher parental 

responsiveness correlates with increased child engagement and lower autism symptom 

expression. 

Results 
Video Data.  

Each participant was asked to record up to five days of videos (N=202; M=4.59, 

SD=0.66). 18 videos were unable to be collected due to schedule conflicts or technical 

difficulties. Of the 202 collected videos, the number of codeable 10-minute intervals 
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ranged from three to 12 (M=9.97, SD=2.34). In other words, the duration of the average 

codeable video was 99.70 minutes. All available videos were coded in their entirety 

using both interval coding and global coding as previously described. Additional 

analysis was conducted by aggregating data from intervals to the day level (the average 

of each 12 intervals per day) as well as aggregating to the ID level (the average of all 

intervals for each individual participant).   

Additionally, the dataset was adjusted to only include intervals in which a social 

opportunity was possible. This was defined as intervals in which another person was 

present (i.e. non-engaged, non-reciprocal, or reciprocal on CHEERS) and involved in an 

activity that can be potentially social (i.e. not electronics, homework, or daily living 

tasks). Approximately half of all intervals involved a social opportunity at the interval 

level (M=0.53, SD=0.50), daily level (M=0.54, SD=0.30), and ID level (M=0.53, 

SD=0.22).  

Reliability.  

 Interrater reliability. Interrater reliability for both the SOARS and the CHEERS 

were measured for 12% of all videos (n=17 videos). Intraclass Coeffecients (ICCs) were 

calculated for each individual item on the SOARS as well as for total scores (Shrout & 

Fleiss, 1979). ICC’s below .40 represent “poor” agreement, ICC’s between .40 and .59 

represent “fair” agreement, ICC’s between .60 and .74 represent “good” agreement, and 

ICC’s above .74 represent “excellent” agreement.  

ICC’s were calculated for individual SOARS items. Items in the “poor” agreement 

category were dropped from analysis. Using this approach, a total Social scale score, 

Repetitive scale score, and Total score were generated for both interval and global 
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approaches. For the interval coding approach, the Social scale (Social Interval) included 

8 items (ICC= 0.55, p<.05), the Repetitive scale (Repetitive Interval) included 3 items 

(ICC=0.63, p<.01), and the Total scale (Total Interval) included 11 items (ICC=0.66, 

p<.01). For the global coding approach, the Social Scale (Social Global) included 8 

items (ICC= 0.62, p<.01), the Repetitive Scale (Repetitive Global) included 5 items 

(ICC=0.68, p<.001), and the Total scale (Total Global) included 13 items (ICC=0.70, 

p<.001). Except for the Social Interval scale, which is in the “fair” range of agreement, 

the various scales of the SOARS are in the “good” range of agreement.  

ICC’s were also calculated for CHEERS items. These child-engagement items 

were in the “good” to “excellent” range of agreement. Specifically, Solitary engagement 

(ICC=0.87, p<.001), Non-Engaged (ICC=0.81, p<.001), and Homework Engagement 

(0.81, p<.001) were in the “excellent” range of agreement, while Non-Reciprocal 

engagement (ICC=0.64, p<.001) Reciprocal engagement (ICC=0.70, p<.001) and 

Negative Engagement (ICC=0.71, p<.001) were in the “good” range of agreement.  

ICC’s were also calculated for the SIRS parent behavior scales. First, scores 

were converted into positive and negative parent behaviors. For example, for each 

subscale, scores of 1 and 1.5 were converted into the negative subscale for that 

behavior and scores of 2.5 and 3 were converted into the positive subscale for that 

behavior. As with the SOARS, the SIRS was implemented using interval coding and 

global coding. Similar to the SOARS procedure, individual ICC’s were calculated for 

each parent behavior both at the global level. Items with “poor” ICC’s were dropped. At 

the global level, the positive subscale yielded an ICC in the “excellent” range of 

agreement (ICC=0.76, p<.001) with no items removed. At the global level, four parent 
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behaviors were included for the negative subscale (directiveness, contingency, 

initiation, and movement) yielding an ICC in the “excellent” range of agreement 

(ICC=0.79, p<.001).  

Lastly, ICC’s were calculated for activities. Raters were able to code activities 

present in an interval in the “good” to “excellent” range. Specifically, Electronics (ICC= 

0.88, p<.001), Eating (ICC=0.74, p<.001),  Games with Someone (ICC=0.82, p<.001), 

Games Alone (ICC=0.89, p<.001),  were coded in the “excellent” range of agreement, 

while Homework (ICC=0.73, p<.001), Chores/Daily Living Tasks (ICC= 0.61, p<.001), 

Conversation (ICC=0.60, p<.001), were coded in the “good” range of agreement. 

Additionally, the dataset was adjusted to isolate intervals in which a social opportunity 

was possible. Social opportunity was defined as having another person present (i.e. 

CHEERS engagement of non-engaged, non-reciprocal, or reciprocal) and involved in an 

activity that is potentially social (i.e. not electronics, homework, or daily living tasks). 

See Table 2 for a full list of ICC’s.  

Internal Consistency. To ensure items in both of the subscales are conceptually 

related to one another, the internal consistency of all subscales were calculated. A 

correlation matrix for all related subscale items were calculated, generating an alpha 

statistic. Generally, alpha’s greater than .70 are considered “good” to “excellent.”   

Alpha statistics for the SOARS subscales were calculated. For the interval coding 

scales, alphas were in the “good” to “excellent” range (SocialInterval= 0.71, p<.05; 

RepetitiveInterval=0.78, p< .01; TotalInterval=0.80, p<.01). Alphas were also in the 

“good” to “excellent” range for the three global scales (SocialGlobal= 0.77, p<.01; 

RepetitiveGlobal=0.68, p<.001; TotalGlobal=0.82, p<.001). 
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Alpha statistics were also calculated for the SIRS parent scales. Both the positive 

and negative subscales yielded alphas in the “good” to “excellent” range 

PositiveGlobal=0.86, p<.001;  NegativeGlobal=0.88, p<.001. See Table 2 for a full list of 

alpha statistics.  

SOARS Convergent Validity 

 In order to test the validity of the SOARS in terms of measuring autism 

symptoms, SOARS global total scores, social global scale scores, and repetitive global 

scores were compared to those on the ADOS.  The same process was conducted for 

SOARS interval total scores, interval social scores, and interval repetitive scores 

compared to those on the ADOS. The SOARS total interval scale significantly correlated 

with the ADOS total scores (0.47, p<.001), ADOS repetitive scale scores (0.57, p<.001), 

and marginally with ADOS social scale scores (0.30, p=.051). The SOARS social 

interval scale score did not significantly correlate with the ADOS social scale (0.26, 

p=.084), but did correlate with ADOS total scores (0.35, p<.05), and with ADOS 

repetitive scale scores (0.31, p<.05). The SOARS repetitive interval scores highly 

correlated with ADOS repetitive scores (0.64, p<.001), and ADOS total scores (0.48, 

p<.001), but not ADOS social scores (0.29, p=.060), thus suggesting the SOARS 

repetitive interval scale adequately measures repetitive behaviors. On the SOARS 

global scale, the results followed a similar pattern. Participants’ SOARS total global 

scores were significantly correlated with the ADOS repetitive scale (0.38, p<.01), 

marginally correlated with ADOS total scores (0.29, p=.06), and were not significantly 

correlated with ADOS social scale scores (0.14, p=.349). The SOARS social global 

scale correlated with ADOS total scores (0.34, p<.05), marginally correlated with ADOS 
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social scores (0.28, p=.064), and did not significantly correlate with ADOS repetitive 

scores (0.18, p<.24). As was the case with the interval level analysis, the repetitive 

global scale also showed strong convergent validity with the ADOS, as it was highly 

correlated with the ADOS repetitive scale (0.56, p<.001), and did not correlate with the 

ADOS social scale (0.03, p=0.87), or the ADOS total scale (0.24, p=.12). These findings 

lend initial support for the ability of SOARS to detect autism symptoms, especially on 

the interval scales, and especially for repetitive behaviors.  

Descriptive Statistics.  

	   The first aim of the study is to characterize autism symptoms, child engagement, 

and parental behaviors in the home and test the psychometric properties of the SOARS 

and the CHEERS. This was accomplished in three ways; calculating the average autism 

severity scores based on the SOARS for overall score, social-communication, and 

repetitive behaviors; calculating the proportion of time children are engaged in the home 

based on the CHEERS; and average parent scores based on the SIRS.  

 Initial descriptive characteristics were recorded regarding the number of parents 

present in the videos (M=1.23, SD=0.38), the number of parents involved with their child 

per interval (M=0.84, SD=0.03), and the number of siblings present pre interval 

(M=0.71, SD=0.76).  

 The dataset was aggregated across all intervals to generate aggregate variables 

across each day. These aggregated variables represent the average proportion (over 

12 intervals) that each behavior was present on a single day. Based on the number of 

codeable days of videos, each participant’s interval data is averaged over each day, for 

up to five lines of data (each representing the average of a single day). Lastly, the 
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dataset was adjusted to only include intervals where a social opportunity was possible 

and calculations were conducted for intervals deemed as “social opportunities.” These 

opportunities were defined as those intervals in which the following two characteristics 

were met: (a) The child was in proximity to another individual (i.e. at least a score of 

“non-engaged” or higher on the CHEERS), (b) the child and proximal family members 

were not engaged in an activity that would deter social activity (e.g. electronics, 

homework, and daily living tasks).   

Daily Averages.  

 For the CHEERS, each 10-minute interval is broken up into five two-minute 

intervals. Each engagement state may be present for up to five of these intervals, 

therefore summing the 10 minutes. At the daily aggregate level, the average of each of 

these engagement states represents the proportion of 2-minute intervals the sample 

remained in each engagement state. On average, participants spent the most time in 

the Non-engaged state (M=1.27, SD=1.11), engaged in Homework (M=0.99, SD=1.22), 

followed by the Reciprocal engagement state (M=0.98, SD=1.01), Solitary engagement 

state (M=0.77, SD=1.22), Non-Reciprocal engagement state (M=0.63, SD=0.64), and 

the Negative engagement state (M=0.11, SD=0.28).  

 SOARS data were calculated by aggregating the interval data to the day level, 

determining the proportion of intervals participants exhibited autism symptoms during an 

average day. On an average day, during each 10-minute interval, participants exhibited 

an average of 1.31 autism symptoms (SD= 0.90) out of a possible 11 total autism 

symptoms, an average of 0.58 social symptoms (SD=0.53) out of a possible 8 social 

symptoms, and an average of 0.63 repetitive symptoms (SD=0.56) out of a possible 3 
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repetitive symptoms. When isolating for social opportunity at this level, participants 

exhibit 1.29 symptoms (SD=1.00) during an average interval, 0.59 social symptoms 

(SD=0.64), and 0.58 repetitive symptoms (SD=0.56), indicating a similar pattern of 

behavior regardless of social opportunity, with less repetitive behaviors when there is a 

social opportunity.  

 SOARS global data were also analyzed after aggregating to the day level. On an 

average, participants SOARS total global scores were 7.97 (SD=4.31) out of a possible 

26 points, SOARS global social scores were 5.34 (SD=2.95) out of a possible 16 points, 

and SOARS global repetitive scores were 2.56 (SD=2.03) out of a possible 10 points.  

Activities were also aggregated to the day level to determine the proportion of 

intervals participants in the sample engaged in specific activities, on an average day. 

The highest proportion of time spent in a specific activity was for Electronics (M=0.38, 

SD=0.37), Homework (M=0.26, SD=0.31), Eating (M=0.12, SD=0.13) and Conversation 

(0.16, SD=0.24). However, the Conversation item included non-social examples of 

conversation (e.g. talking with another person about a preferred interest). A full list of 

activities is included in Table 3.   

 Participant Averages. 

 To further investigate average behaviors across the sample, data were also 

aggregated to the ID level, thus compressing each of the 44 participants’ data across 

the five days into a single average of the proportion of present behaviors across 60 

possible intervals. This level describes the proportion of time behaviors were present 

across all of a participant’s videos.  
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 When examining engagement levels on the CHEERS at the ID level, out of the 

five engagement opportunities in an average 10-minute interval, children were most 

likely to be engaged in at the Non-engaged level (M=1.28, SD=0.78), followed by 

Homework engagement (M=1.02, SD=.093), Non-Reciprocal engagement (0.98, 

SD=0.73), Solitary engagement (M=0.77, SD=1.05), Reciprocal engagement (M=0.62, 

SD=0.43), and Negative engagement (M=0.10, SD=0.15). 

 Examining interval data for the SOARS aggregated to the ID level yields slightly 

more repetitive autism symptoms (M=0.61, SD=0.21) than social autism symptoms 

(M=0.57, SD=0.40). When isolating for social opportunity at the ID level, the average 

social autism symptoms per interval increases slightly (M=0.61, SD=0.48), and the 

average repetitive autism symptoms per interval decreases slightly (M=0.59, SD=0.52). 

This pattern may be due to more opportunity to exhibit social deficits during social 

opportunities, and opportunity to exhibit repetitive deficits when in a social opportunity. 

In order to further assess repetitive behaviors, participants’ repetitive behavior scores 

were examined based on activity. Repetitive behaviors were highest during Homework 

(M=0.57, SD=0.78), Unstructured Time (M=0.55, SD=0.72), Games Alone (M=0.52, 

SD=0.70), and Electronics (M=0.50, SD=0.68). Repetitive behavior scores were lowest 

during Games With Someone (M=0.31, SD=0.57), Conversation (M=0.37, SD=0.60), 

and Outside (M=0.39, SD=0.55). 

When looking at global autism scores for each participant at the ID level, the 

average child exhibits an average severity score of 8.05 (SD=3.80) on the global total 

scale of the SOARS, an average severity of 5.40 (SD=2.51) on the global social scale of 

the SOARS, and an average severity of 1.12 (SD=0.56) on the global repetitive scale of 
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the SOARS. Examining global data for the SIRS aggregated to the ID level yielded a 

global score average of 1.84 (SD=1.59) on the Positive scale and an average of 1.13 

(SD=0.85) on the Negative scale. 

 Examining activities aggregated to the ID level generates the proportion of time 

participants engaged in specific activities over all days of observation. The results follow 

the general pattern found when aggregating at the day level, with the greatest 

proportion of time spent engaged in Electronics (M=0.39, SD=0.29), Homework 

(M=0.28, SD=0.22), Conversation (M=0.16, SD=0.19), and Eating (M=0.12, SD=0.01). 

Table 3 displays a full list of activities.  

Associations Between Study Variables. 

A second aim of the study is to examine which of these home characteristics are 

inter-related. First, correlation matrices were conducted between autism severity, 

parental responsiveness, and engagement with data aggregated to the ID level, for the 

entire database as well as when isolating for social opportunity. Mixed linear models 

were conducted between scores on the SOARS and parental responsiveness scores on 

the SIRS, and CHEERS. The analysis will indicate if a change in one score predicts or 

relates to a change in the other score. It is predicted that positive parent behaviors will 

predict lower autism severity and negative parent behaviors will predict higher autism 

symptoms. It is also predicted that positive parent behaviors will predict increase child 

engagement and negative parent behaviors will predict decreased child engagement. 

These models were also conducted while isolating for social opportunity. The results are 

briefly described below, but a detailed list of mixed model results is provided in Table 4.  
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Parent behaviors and autism symptoms. 

Global parent scores on the SIRS were significantly correlated with autism 

severity scores on the SOARS. The SIRS global positive scale was significantly 

negatively correlated (-0.44, p<.001) with SOARS global total scores, meaning as 

positive parent behaviors increase, overall autism symptoms decrease. The same 

pattern holds when comparing the SIRS global positive scale with the SOARS global 

social scale (-0.45, p<.001), and SOARS global repetitive scale (-0.31, p<.01). The 

pattern also holds when comparing the SIRS global positive score with SOARS total 

interval scores (-0.47, p<.01), SOARS social interval scores (-0.45, p<.01), and SOARS 

repetitive interval scores (-0.37, p<.05).  

To assess the predictive nature of the relationship, mixed linear models were 

conducted between parent behaviors and autism symptoms. The SIRS parent positive 

global scale significantly predicted the SOARS global total scale, SOARS global social 

scale, SOARS global repetitive scale, SOARS total interval scale, SOARS social 

interval scale, and SOARS repetitive interval scale regardless of social opportunity.  

Conversely, the SIRS global negative scale is positively correlated with SOARS 

scores, meaning that as negative parent behaviors increase, so do autism symptoms. 

The SIRS negative global scores were significantly positively correlated with the 

SOARS global total score (0.39, p<.01), SOARS global social score (0.39, p<.01), 

SOARS total interval score (0.35, p<.05), and SOARS repetitive interval score (0.40, 

p<.01). However the SIRS negative global scale was not significantly correlated with the 

SOARS global repetitive scale (0.28, p=.064) or the SOARS social interval scale (0.22, 

p=.14). The SIRS negative parent behavior interval scale was significantly positively 
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correlated with the SOARS global total scale (-0.32; p<.05), SOARS global social scale 

(0.38, p<.05), and the SOARS social interval scale (0.33, p<.05). However, when 

isolating for social opportunity, the SIRS negative parent behavior interval scale did not 

significantly correlate with SOARS scores. This may indicate that parents may not be 

consistently providing social opportunities for their children, but when there is a social 

opportunity, their negative behaviors decrease. Mixed linear models revealed that the 

negative global scale on the SIRS were significantly associated with interval and global 

SOARS scales, except for the social interval scale on the SOARS. For a full list of 

mixed linear models, see Appendix.  

Parent behaviors and child engagement.  

Parent behaviors were also correlated with engagement levels. Parent behaviors 

were most strongly correlated with the Reciprocal engagement level (Parent Positive 

Global Scale= 0.57, p<.01; Parent Negative Global Scale =-0.58, p<.01). This finding 

indicates as positive parent behaviors increase so does child engagement, and as 

negative parent behaviors increase, so does child engagement. However, the direction 

of this relationship was not tested. There was also a significant correlation between the 

non engaged level and parent behaviors (Parent Negative Global Scale=0.36, p<.05). 

Similarly, this correlation seems to indicate negative parent behaviors are associated 

with non-engagement at the global level.  

Negative child engagement was positively associated with parent positive 

behaviors (.328, p< .05), possibly indicating that parents in general may be responding 

appropriately to their children’s negative behaviors. Lastly, homework engagement was 
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negatively associated with parent negative interval behaviors, indicating parents may be 

exhibiting less negative behaviors during homework.  

Based on mixed linear modeling, the SIRS parent positive global scale also 

significantly predicted the CHEERS reciprocal scale and CHEERS non-engaged scale 

regardless of social opportunity. The SIRS negative global scale significantly predicted 

the SOARS global total scale, SOARS global social scale, SOARS global repetitive 

scale, SOARS interval total scale, and SOARS interval repetitive scale regardless of 

social opportunity. The SIRS negative global scale did not predict the SOARS interval 

social scale regardless of social opportunity.  

Child autism symptoms and child engagement. 

Mixed linear models were also conducted between SOARS scales and child 

engagement. The SOARS global total scale, global social scale, and global repetitive 

scale all predicted CHEERS reciprocal engagement and CHEERS solitary engagement 

regardless of social opportunity. The SOARS interval total scale, interval social scale, 

and interval repetitive scale all predicted solitary engagement regardless of social 

opportunity. Only the SOARS interval total scale significantly predicted reciprocal 

engagement. See Appendix for full list of mixed model analyses.  

Group Differences. 

 Age. 

 The sample was split by age to form a younger than 10 years group (n=23; 

M=7.70, SD=1.11) and older than 10 group (n=21; M=10.67, SD=.857) to test possible 

group differences based on age. A one-way ANOVA was conducted between groups for 

engagement states on the CHEERS, the three most involved activities (Electronics, 
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Homework, and Conversation), and SIRS scores. Significant differences were found for 

Solitary engagement (F=7.826, p<.01), Reciprocal engagement (F=5.87, p<.05), and 

SOARS global social scores (F=4.44, p<.05). A marginally significant difference was 

found for SOARS global total scores (F=3.956, p=.053). Comparison of group means for 

the younger group: Solitary engagement (M=.369, SD=.522), Reciprocal engagement 

(M=1.22, SD=.573), SOARS global social score (M=4.66, SD=2.29) compared to the 

older group: Solitary engagement (M=1.19, SD=1.31), Reciprocal engagement 

(M=..712, SD=.800), SOARS global social score (M=6.19, SD=2.55) reveal that younger 

children tend to be engaged in the Solitary level significantly less often than the older 

group, be engaged in the Reciprocal engagement level significantly more often than the 

older group, and exhibit significantly less social symptoms at the global level than the 

older group.    

 Number of Parents Involved. 

 The sample was also divided between the number of parents present and a one-

way ANOVA was conducted between groups for engagement states on the CHEERS, 

the three most involved activities (Electronics, Homework, and Conversation), and SIRS 

scores. No significant group differences were found.  

 The same procedure was used to split the sample between the average number 

of parents involved per interval (regardless of number of parents present) to produce a 

less involved parent group (n=24, m=0.61, sd=0.23) and more involved parent group 

(n=20, m=1.13, sd=0.18). This produced significant group differences for Solitary 

engagement (F=4.45, p<.05), Reciprocal engagement (F=10.963, p<.01), engaging in 

Electronics (F=11.09, p<.01), and for all three SOARS interval scores (Total, F=8.37, 
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p<.01; Social, F=4.32, p<.05; Repetitive, F=7.67, p<.01). These findings indicate that 

greater parent involvement is associated with less solitary engagement, more reciprocal 

engagement, less engagement in electronics, and fewer autism symptoms at the 

interval level.  

Discussion 
 The primary purpose of this project was to characterize autism symptoms, 

engagement levels, children’s activities, and parent behaviors in the home environment 

of participants with autism using both novel and previously established measures. Novel 

measures were developed and tested to provide information about the home 

environments of children with autism. The CHEERS was developed for this study in 

order to measure child engagement at home. Initial results suggest the CHEERS is an 

accurate and reliable tool as a measure of child engagement. Coders were able to 

reliably rate participant’s engagement states in the “good” to “excellent” range of 

agreement. Initial results from the CHEERS suggest that children in this sample were 

most likely to be in the Non-engaged state (i.e. in a room with another person, but not 

interacting). This finding is unsurprising as social interaction is a core deficit for children 

with autism (White, Keoing, & Scahill, 2007). However, without a typically developing 

control group, it is unclear if children in this sample are spending more time in the non-

engaged state than would their typically developing peers.  

The SOARS was also developed for this study in order to measure autism 

symptoms in the home. This study provides some initial promising results for the 

SOARS data indicated some promising results for its development as a measure of 

autism symptoms in the home. Specifically, repetitive scale scores highly correlated with 
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repetitive scale scores on the ADOS, the gold-standard observational measurement of 

autism symptoms, both at the interval and global scales of the SOARS. The total 

interval scores on the SOARS also significantly correlated with total scores on the 

ADOS. However, the social scale on the SOARS did not significantly correlate with the 

social scale on the ADOS, although it did trend in that direction at a non-significant 

level. Additionally, the reliability results indicate that this type of naturalistic coding 

project is feasible, although a study of this type had not yet been conducted. Coders 

were able reliably code autism behaviors on the total and repetitive scales at the “good” 

level of agreement, and social autism behaviors at the “fair” level of agreement. The 

results are especially promising since, with the exception of the primary investigator, 

coders were undergraduate research assistants with limited autism experience. The 

lower agreement on the social scale may be a result of the subtle nature of certain 

social symptoms (e.g. initiations vs. responses).  The measure may be more effective 

when implemented by trained users with more experience in the field of autism.  

 The SIRS was also adapted for use in this project. Positive instances of affect, 

maintenance of interaction, directiveness, contingency, initiation, and movement and 

participation were summed to generate a positive parent behavior scale at the global 

level which was reliably coded at the “excellent” level of agreement. The negative 

parent global scale, which also included directiveness, initiation, movement, and 

contingency, was reliably coded at the “excellent” level of agreement.  

 One important finding from this project was the relationships between autism 

symptoms, child engagement, and parent behaviors.  Parent behaviors were 

significantly correlated with autism symptoms. Positive behaviors were significantly 
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correlated with lower autism symptoms at both the interval and global level for social 

symptoms and repetitive symptoms. This suggests that as parents demonstrate socially 

positive behaviors such as positive affect, initiating to the child, moving with the child, 

responding contingently to the child, etc., autism symptoms seem to be less evident. 

Conversely, in general, negative parent behaviors such as not responding to their 

children’s comments, displaying negative affect, not initiating, etc., correspond with 

increased autism symptoms. Specifically, at the global level, negative parent behaviors 

on the SIRS corresponded with increased autism behaviors for the total and social 

global scales on the SOARS, but not for the global repetitive scale. However, the 

direction these associations is unknown. While there is a correlation, it is unknown 

whether positive parent behaviors promote fewer autism symptomatology or less-

evident autism symptomatology promotes more positive parent behaviors. In fact, it is 

plausible that the relationship between parent behaviors and child symptomatology is 

bidirectional. For example, one longitudinal study found that child irritability predicted 

inconsistent parental discipline strategies just as inconsistent parental discipline 

strategies predicted child irritability (Lengua & Kovacs, 2005).  This supports 

Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological model, which describes the bi-directional relationship 

between a child and his or her environment (Bronfenbrenner, 1999). 

Unsurprisingly, parent behaviors on the SIRS were also associated with 

children’s engagement levels. As positive parent behaviors increased, so did the 

children’s engagement levels. As negative parent behaviors increased, children’s 

engagement levels decreased. Again, the direction of this association is unclear. It is 

both likely that a child who is engaged promotes more positive parent behaviors, such 
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as movement, initiations, etc., as well as the same positive parent behaviors possibly 

promoting more child engagement. Future research may focus on determining the 

direction of this association (or its bi-directionality).  

This study also helps describe what children with autism are doing at home after 

school. Participants spent the highest proportion of their time engaged in electronics 

(approximately 39% of the time). Again, without a typically developing control group, it is 

unclear if this amount of electronics usage is out of the ordinary for pre-adolescent and 

adolescent youth. One recent study found that children with autism engaged in 

electronics significantly more than typically developing youth and were more likely to 

compulsively use electronics (Macmullin, Lunsky, & Weiss, 2015). The effects of 

electronics usage were not investigated in this study. A future study may assess if 

initially higher electronic usage moderates the effectiveness of an intervention.  

The high participation in electronics, a predominantly solitary, presumably highly 

preferable activity in this population dually presents a possible advantage and hurdle for 

treatment programs that include a home component. Excessive usage of electronics 

may deter a child from engaging in “extra” treatment-related activities at home. 

However, parents may also be able to use this preferred activity as a reward to increase 

motivation for their children, a strategy that has been incorporated in intervention 

approaches (e.g. Fuji et al., 2013).  

This study has several important implications. First, it begins to describe general 

information on what school-age children with autism are doing at home. Secondly, it 

provides additional evidence for encouraging parent engagement and child-parent 

connections. In a state-based way, parenting covaries with autism symptom expression, 
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though the direction of this association is uncertain. These factors may have important 

implications for treatment programs, especially those that incorporate home 

components. For example, the intervention study in which this sample participated 

included a home component that called for practicing treatment strategies at home. 

Children were assigned “homework” assignments to practice social goals at home (e.g. 

call a friend and ask two questions). A logical next step would be to examine whether 

initial scores of autism symptoms, social engagement, engagement in specific activities, 

or parent behaviors can predict improvement following intervention or predict aspects of 

engagement in the intervention, such as homework adherence. The descriptive results 

of this study, which was conducted as participants entered an intervention program, can 

be used to further investigate the predictive relationship between these factors (i.e. child 

engagement, parent behaviors, autism symptom expression, and activities), and future 

improvements following the intervention.   

This study has several limitations. The low reliability on the social interval scale 

of the SOARS stipulates inferences that can be made based on significant correlations 

of this scale. Also, except for the primary investigator, coders were undergraduate 

research assistants. Although, great effort was taken to train coders to identify 

behaviors, reliability would likely increase with coders with previous experience with this 

population. Experience with atypical developmental populations may be necessary to 

reliably code some items on the SOARS. Additionally, aspects of the “negative” 

parenting scale may have been ambiguous. For example, there may be appropriate 

times for parents not engage with their child. While these situations were addressed in 

the coding procedure, it still leaves room for rater bias in determining when lack of 
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engagement is warranted. Also, though the sample included over 2000 intervals of data, 

these were nested within 44 participants, which is a relatively small sample size. A 

major limitation of this study is the sample was not representative. The sample was only 

high-functioning children with autism (i.e. IQ>70), 86% male, 50% White, and highly 

wealthy with over 65% of family incomes above $90,000. Future research may 

investigate these variables among more diverse samples.  

Overall, this study provides an important step in characterizing the home 

environments of children with autism. Two novel measures were introduced, with some 

preliminary evidence of their efficacy, although replication (and improved reliability in the 

case of the SOARS) is clearly needed. Evidence for the relationship between autism 

symptoms, engagement, and parental behaviors was presented with important possible 

implications for interventions with home components.  
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Appendix 
	  
TABLE	  1:	  Demographics	  of	  participants	  
	   Total	  

(N=44)	  
(%)	  

Gender	   	  
	  	  	  Male	   38	  (86.4)	  
	  	  	  Female	   6	  (13.6)	  
Age	   	  
	  	  	   Range	  6-‐13	  

M	  =	  9.11,	  SD	  =	  1.79	  
Ethnicity	   	  
	  	  	  White	   22	  (50)	  
	  	  	  Hispanic	   10	  (22.7)	  
	  	  	  Asian	   5	  (11.4)	  
	  	  	  Middle	  Eastern	   3	  (4.5)	  
	  	  	  Mixed	   5	  (11.4)	  
Income	   	  
	  	  	  Below	  49999	   1	  (2.3)	  
	  	  	  50-‐70	   5	  (11.4)	  
	  	  	  70-‐90	   4	  (9.1)	  
	  	  	  90+	   29	  (65.9)	  
	  	  	  Unknown	   5	  (11.4)	  
 

 

TABLE 2a: Engagement Interval Level 

 N Mean Std. Deviation 
EngSolitary 2009 .7143 1.54256 
EngNonEng 2009 1.2469 1.75086 
EngNonCoop 2009 .6317 1.14823 
EngCoop 2009 1.0000 1.62464 
EngNegative 2009 .1035 .47678 
EngHomework 2009 1.0796 2.03569 
TABLE 2b: Engagement: Day Aggregate 

 N Mean Std. Deviation 

EngSolitary 202 .7664 1.21559 
EngNonEng 202 1.2676 1.10751 
EngNonCoop 202 .6325 .63901 
EngCoop 202 .9854 1.00891 
EngAngry 202 .1109 .27879 
EngHomework 202 .9955 1.21873 

TABLE 2c: Engagement: ID Aggregate 

 N Mean Std. Deviation 
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EngSolitary 44 .7651 1.05802 
EngNonEng 44 1.2773 .78911 
EngNonCoop 44 .6209 .43241 
EngCoop 44 .9756 .72839 
EngAngry 44 .1080 .14901 
EngHomework 44 1.0196 .93019 
 

 

TABLE 3a: Activity Proportions: Interval Level 

 N Mean Std. Deviation 

Electronics 2009 .3713 .48328 
Homework 2009 .2877 .45281 
Conversation 2009 .1692 .37506 
Eating 2008 .1210 .32623 
Reading 2008 .0603 .23803 
Outside 2009 .0493 .21650 
GamesWithSomeone 2009 .0936 .29131 
GamesAlone 2008 .0667 .24962 
Art 2009 .0269 .16177 
Chores 2009 .0139 .11726 
Daily Living Tasks 2007 .0384 .19213 

TABLE 3b: Activity Proportions: Day Aggregate  

 N Mean Std. Deviation 

Electronics 202 .3828 .36671 
Homework 202 .2694 .30723 
Conversation 202 .1606 .24254 
Eating 202 .1161 .13370 
Reading 202 .0584 .14158 
Outside 202 .0582 .17703 
GameswithSomeone 202 .0910 .16815 
GamesAlone 202 .0707 .16007 
Art 202 .0268 .11662 
Chores 202 .0137 .05444 
DailyLivingTasks 202 .0365 .07951 

TABLE 3c: Activity Day Aggregate 

 N Mean Std. Deviation 
Electronics 44 .3915 .28819 
Homework 44 .2753 .22365 
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Conversation 44 .1577 .18938 
Eating 44 .1148 .09881 
Reading 44 .0557 .07451 
Outside 44 .0532 .12553 
GameswithSomeone 44 .0883 .10292 
GamesAlone 44 .0644 .09770 
Art 44 .0282 .07202 
Chores 44 .0124 .02956 
Daily Living Tasks 44 .0371 .05128 
 

 

TABLE	  4a:	  Interval	  Data—Social	  Opportunity	  Only	  
Dependent	   Independent	   F,t	   Est	   Sig.	  	  	  
SOARSGlobalTotal	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   	   	   	  
SOARSGlobalTotal	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   	   	   	  
SOARSGlobalTotal	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   30.929,	  -‐5.561	   -‐.899	   .00***	  
SOARSGlobalTotal	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   26.227,5.121	   1.584	   .00***	  
SOARSGlobalSocial	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   4.441,	  -‐2.107	   -‐.298	   .05*	  
SOARSGlobalSocial	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   	   	   	  
SOARSGlobalSocial	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   34.867,	  -‐5.905	   -‐.652	   .00***	  
SOARSGlobalSocial	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   30.819,	  5.551	   1.159	   .00***	  
SOARSGlobalRepetitive	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   	   	   	  
SOARSGlobalRepetitive	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   	   	   	  
SOARSGlobalRepetitive	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   8.308,	  -‐2.882	   -‐.238	   .01**	  
SOARSGlobalRepetitive	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   6.672,	  2.583	   .397	   .05*	  
SOARSINTTotal	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   	   	   	  
SOARSINTTotal	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   	   	   	  
SOARSINTTotal	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   27.042,	  -‐5.200	   -‐.258	   .00***	  
SOARSINTTotal	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   14.495,	  3.807	   .366	   .00***	  
SOARSINTSocial	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   	   	   	  
SOARSINTSocial	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   	   	   	  
SOARSINTSocial	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   12.334,	  -‐3.512	   -‐.135	   	  .01**	  
SOARSINTSocial	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   	   	   	  
SOARSNTRepetitive	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   8.470,	  -‐2.910	   -‐.037	   .01**	  	  
SOARSINTRepetitive	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   	   	   	  
SOARSINTRepetitive	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   12.272,	  -‐3.503	   -‐.109	   .01**	  
SOARSINTRepetitive	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   15.967,	  3.996	   .229	   .00***	  
CHEERS-‐Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   114.928,	  10.720	   .356	   .00***	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   41.846,-‐6.469	   -‐.374	   .00***	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   15.663,	  3.958	   .300	   .00***	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   17.391,	  -‐4.170	   -‐.572	   .00***	  
CHEERS-‐Non	  Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   	   	   	  
CHEERS-‐	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   	   	   	  
CHEERS-‐	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   160.346,	  -‐

12.663	  
-‐.408	   .00***	  
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CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   70.962,	  8.424	   .477	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   13.966,	  -‐3.737	   -‐.270	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   33.254,	  5.767	   .716	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	  	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	  	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	  	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Negative	  	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   	   	   	  	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   	   	   	  	  
CHEERS	  Negative	  	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   6.832,	  2.614	   .043	   .01**	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   10.906,	  -‐3.302	   -‐.091	   .01**	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Homework	  	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS-‐Reciprocal	   SOARSGlobalTotal	   6.486,	  -‐2.547	   -‐.099	   .05*	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	   SOARSGlobalSocial	   4.438,	  -‐2.107	   -‐.120	   .05*	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	   SOARSGlobalRepetitive	  	   5.108,	  -‐2.260	   -‐.187	   .05*	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	   SOARSINTTotal	   32.901,	  -‐5.736	   -‐.273	   .00***	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	   SOARSINTSocial	   	   	   	  	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	  	   SOARSINTRepetitive	   45.775,	  -‐6.766	   -‐.556	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SOARSGlobalTotal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SOARSGlobalSocial	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SOARSGlobalRepetitive	  	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SOARSINTTotal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SOARSINTSocial	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SOARSINTRepetitive	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SOARSGlobalTotal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SOARSGlobalSocial	   4.781,	  2.187	   .121	   .05*	  	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SOARSGlobalRepetitive	  	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SOARSINTTotal	   4.633,	  2.153	   .104	   .05*	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SOARSINTSocial	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SOARSINTRepetitive	   30.748,	  5.545	   .456	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	   SOARSGlobalTotal	   9.561,	  3.092	   .053	   .01**	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	   SOARSGlobalSocial	   10.324,	  3.213	   .079	   .01**	  	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	   SOARSGlobalRepetitive	  	   4.304,	  2.074	   .076	   .05*	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	   SOARSINTTotal	   30.607,	  5.532	   .091	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	   SOARSINTSocial	   5.489,	  2.343	   .056	   .05*	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	   SOARSINTRepetitive	   49.621,	  7.044	   .200	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SOARSGlobalTotal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SOARSGlobalSocial	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SOARSGlobalRepetitive	  	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SOARSINTTotal	   16.505,	  4.063	   .038	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SOARSINTSocial	   9.259,	  3.043	   .041	   .01**	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SOARSINTRepetitive	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SOARSGlobalTotal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SOARSGlobalSocial	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SOARSGlobalRepetitive	  	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SOARSINTTotal	   12.572,	  3.546	   .092	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SOARSINTSocial	   38.543,	  6.208	   .228	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SOARSINTRepetitive	   	   	   	  
*,p	  ≤	  .05;	  **,	  p	  ≤	  .01;	  ***,	  p	  ≤	  .001	  
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TABLE	  4b:	  Interval	  Data—Total	  
Dependent	   Independent	   F,t	   Est	   Sig.	  	  	  
SOARSGlobalTotal	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   5.914,	  -‐2.432	   -‐.435	   .05*	  
SOARSGlobalTotal	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   3.898,	  1.974	   1.046	   .05*	  
SOARSGlobalTotal	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   38.633,	  -‐6.216	   -‐.910	   .00***	  
SOARSGlobalTotal	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   25.687,	  5.068	   1.34	   .00***	  
SOARSGlobalSocial	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   8.662,	  -‐2.943	   -‐.359	   .01**	  
SOARSGlobalSocial	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   4.110,	  2.027	   .736	   .05*	  
SOARSGlobalSocial	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   43.280,	  -‐6.579	   -‐.663	   .00***	  
SOARSGlobalSocial	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   27.978,	  5.289	   .957	   .00***	  
SOARSGlobalRepetitive	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   	   	   	  
SOARSGlobalRepetitive	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   	   	   	  
SOARSGlobalRepetitive	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   10.685,	  -‐3.269	   .073	   .01**	  
SOARSGlobalRepetitive	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   8.135,	  2.852	   .363	   .01**	  
SOARSINTTotal	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   9.778,-‐3.127	   -‐.056	   .01**	  
SOARSINTTotal	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   43.017,	  6.559	   .192	   .00***	  
SOARSINTTotal	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   15.067,	  -‐3.882	   -‐.171	   .00***	  
SOARSINTTotal	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   14.147,	  3.761	   .290	   .00***	  
SOARSINTSocial	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   	   	   	  
SOARSINTSocial	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   14.286,	  3.780	   .070	   .00***	  
SOARSINTSocial	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   7.495,	  -‐2.738	   -‐.081	   .01**	  
SOARSINTSocial	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   	   	   	  
SOARSNTRepetitive	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   	   	   	  
SOARSINTRepetitive	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   56.688,	  7.529	   .132	   .00***	  
SOARSINTRepetitive	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   10.004,	  -‐3.163	   -‐.087	   .01**	  	  
SOARSINTRepetitive	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   20.643,	  4.543	   .212	   .00***	  
CHEERS-‐Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   211.142,	  14.531	   .322	   .00***	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   45.196,	  -‐6.723	   -‐.258	   .00***	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   15.618,	  3.952	   .227	   .00***	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   14.635,	  -‐3.826	   -‐.385	   .00***	  
CHEERS-‐Non	  Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   28.280,	  5.318	   .087	   .00***	  	  
CHEERS-‐	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   	   	   	  
CHEERS-‐	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   92.631,	  -‐9.624	   -‐.237	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   67.491,	  8.215	   .337	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   9.670,	  -‐3.110	   -‐.194	   .01**	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   25.241,	  5.024	   .524	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	  	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   145.716,	  -‐

12.071	  	  
-‐.259	   .00***	  

CHEERS	  Solitary	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   104.918,	  10.243	   .368	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	  	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	  	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Negative	  	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   6.723,	  2.593	   .018	   .01**	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Negative	  	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   8.945,	  2.991	   .086	   .01**	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   73.544,	  -‐8.576	   -‐.403	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   	   	   	  
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CHEERS	  Homework	  	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS-‐Reciprocal	   SOARSGlobalTotal	   13.344,	  -‐3.653	   -‐.093	   .00***	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	   SOARSGlobalSocial	   9.514,	  -‐3.084	   -‐.116	   .01**	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	   SOARSGlobalRepetitive	  	   10.704,	  -‐3.272	   -‐.179	   .01**	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	   SOARSINTTotal	   51.530,	  -‐7.178	   -‐.196	   .00***	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	   SOARSINTSocial	   	   	   	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	  	   SOARSINTRepetitive	   77.695,	  -‐8.814	   -‐.380	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SOARSGlobalTotal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SOARSGlobalSocial	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SOARSGlobalRepetitive	  	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SOARSINTTotal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SOARSINTSocial	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SOARSINTRepetitive	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SOARSGlobalTotal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SOARSGlobalSocial	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SOARSGlobalRepetitive	  	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SOARSINTTotal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SOARSINTSocial	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SOARSINTRepetitive	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	   SOARSGlobalTotal	   13.440,	  3.666	   .075	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	   SOARSGlobalSocial	   12.058,	  3.472	   .103	   .01**	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	   SOARSGlobalRepetitive	  	   8.297,	  2.881	   .125	   .01**	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	   SOARSINTTotal	   231.515,	  15.216	   .379	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	   SOARSINTSocial	   73.791,	  8.590	   .361	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	   SOARSINTRepetitive	   294.997,	  17.175	   .668	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SOARSGlobalTotal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SOARSGlobalSocial	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SOARSGlobalRepetitive	  	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SOARSINTTotal	   24.892,	  4.989	   .040	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SOARSINTSocial	   16.048,	  4.006	   .052	   .00***	  

CHEERS	  Negative	   SOARSINTRepetitive	   4.056,	  -‐2.014	  
	  

-‐.026	   .05*	  	  

CHEERS	  Homework	   SOARSGlobalTotal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SOARSGlobalSocial	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SOARSGlobalRepetitive	  	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SOARSINTTotal	   	   -‐.206	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SOARSINTSocial	   	   -‐.237	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SOARSINTRepetitive	   	   -‐.276	   .00***	  
*,p	  ≤	  .05;	  **,	  p	  ≤	  .01;	  ***,	  p	  ≤	  .001	  
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TABLE	  4c:	  Day	  Aggregate	  	  
Dependent	   Independent	   F,t	   Est	   Sig.	  
SOARSGlobalTotal	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   	   	   .00***	  
SOARSGlobalTotal	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   15.948,	  3.993	   2.07	   .00***	  
SOARSGlobalTotal	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   	   	   .00***	  
SOARSGlobalTotal	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   25.687,	  5.068	   1.34	   .00***	  
SOARSGlobalSocial	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   24.594,	  -‐4.959	   -‐1.10	   .00***	  
SOARSGlobalSocial	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   23.240,4.821	   1.68	   .00***	  
SOARSGlobalSocial	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   43.280,	  -‐6.579	   -‐.664	   .00***	  
SOARSGlobalSocial	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   27.978,	  5.289	   .957	   .00***	  
SOARSGlobalRepetitive	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   6.088,	  -‐2.467	   -‐.387	   .05*	  
SOARSGlobalRepetitive	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   	   	   	  
SOARSGlobalRepetitive	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   10.685,	  -‐3.269	   -‐.237	   .01**	  
SOARSGlobalRepetitive	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   8.135,	  2.852	   .363	   .01**	  
SOARSINTTotal	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   6.827,	  -‐2.613	   -‐.181	   .01**	  
SOARSINTTotal	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   	   	   	  
SOARSINTTotal	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   30.583,	  -‐5.530	   -‐.166	   .00***	  
SOARSINTTotal	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   15.991,	  3.999	   .224	   .00***	  
SOARSINTSocial	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   	   	   	  	  
SOARSINTSocial	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   9.039,	  3.006	   .305	   .01**	  
SOARSINTSocial	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   19.208,	  -‐4.383	   -‐.078	   .00***	  
SOARSINTSocial	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   3.717,	  1.928	   .065	   	  
SOARSNTRepetitive	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   20.088,	  -‐4.482	   -‐.187	   .00***	  
SOARSINTRepetitive	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   13.775,	  3.712	   .231	   .00***	  
SOARSINTRepetitive	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   19.224,	  -‐4.285	   -‐.086	   .00***	  
SOARSINTRepetitive	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   23.257,	  4.823	   .166	   .00***	  
CHEERS-‐Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   43.662,	  6.608	   .472	   .00***	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   12.249,	  -‐3.50	   -‐.394	   .00***	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   32.636,	  5.713	   .197	   .00***	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   25.222,	  -‐5.022	   -‐.309	   .00***	  
CHEERS-‐Non	  Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   	   	   	  
CHEERS-‐	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   	   	   	  
CHEERS-‐	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   	   	   	  	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   	   	   	  	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   14.699,	  -‐3.834	   .084	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   12.067,	  3.474	   .430	   .01**	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   7.784,	  -‐2.790	   -‐.110	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   17.625,	  4.198	   .280	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	  	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   19.067,	  -‐4.367	   -‐.396	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   22.928,	  4.788	   .634	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	  	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   5.517,	  -‐2.349	   -‐.105	   .05*	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	  	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   12.097,	  3.478	   .260	   .01**	  	  
CHEERS	  Negative	  	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   4.195,	  2.048	   .044	   .05*	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   4.9195,	  -‐2.048	   -‐.044	   .05*	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Negative	  	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   	   	   	  	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SIRSTotalPositiveINT	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SIRSTotalNegativeINT	   26.283,	  -‐5.127	   -‐.675	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SIRSTotalPositiveGlobal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Homework	  	   SIRSTotalNegativeGlobal	   5.255,	  -‐2.292	   -‐.178	   .05*	  
CHEERS-‐Reciprocal	   SOARSGlobalTotal	   48.582,	  -‐6.970	   -‐.104	   .00***	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	   SOARSGlobalSocial	   40.803,	  -‐6.388	   -‐.142	   .00***	  
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CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	   SOARSGlobalRepetitive	  	   25.070,	  -‐5.007	   -‐.167	   .00***	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	   SOARSINTTotal	   21.006,	  -‐4.583	   -‐.345	   .00***	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	   SOARSINTSocial	   	   	   	  
CHEERS-‐	  Reciprocal	  	   SOARSINTRepetitive	   32.461,	  -‐5.697	   -‐.672	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SOARSGlobalTotal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SOARSGlobalSocial	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SOARSGlobalRepetitive	  	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SOARSINTTotal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SOARSINTSocial	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Reciprocal	   SOARSINTRepetitive	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SOARSGlobalTotal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SOARSGlobalSocial	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SOARSGlobalRepetitive	  	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SOARSINTTotal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SOARSINTSocial	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Non	  Engaged	   SOARSINTRepetitive	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	   SOARSGlobalTotal	   52.144,	  7.221	   .125	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	   SOARSGlobalSocial	   42.684,	  6.533	   .169	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	   SOARSGlobalRepetitive	  	   30.694,	  5.540	   .216	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	   SOARSINTTotal	   66.669,8.165	   .674	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	   SOARSINTSocial	   16.940,	  4.116	   .640	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Solitary	   SOARSINTRepetitive	   94.926,	  9.743	   1.23	   .00***	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SOARSGlobalTotal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SOARSGlobalSocial	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SOARSGlobalRepetitive	  	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SOARSINTTotal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SOARSINTSocial	   4.892,	  2.212	   .081	   .05*	  
CHEERS	  Negative	   SOARSINTRepetitive	   6.026,	  -‐2.455	   -‐.085	   .05*	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SOARSGlobalTotal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SOARSGlobalSocial	   	   	   .05*	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SOARSGlobalRepetitive	  	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SOARSINTTotal	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SOARSINTSocial	   	   	   	  
CHEERS	  Homework	   SOARSINTRepetitive	   	   	   	  
*,p	  ≤	  .05;	  **,	  p	  ≤	  .01;	  ***,	  p	  ≤	  .001	  
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